Non-Electronic Sources

Books


Chapters in Edited Books

One Author


Two Editors

Journals

One Author


Two Authors


Multiple Authors


More than Six Authors

Pamphlets


Electronic Sources

Electronic Version of a Print Book


**Note that many publishers have started assigning URLs to ebooks and to chapters within ebooks. **If available, the DOI should be used instead of the persistent URL.**

**Use persistent URL, which is found in the UNC catalog under Full Record. Persistent URLs take you directly to the article. This may or may not be the address at the top of the screen.

Journals

Journal Article, One Author, Accessed Online

Journal Article, Two Authors, Accessed Online

Journal Article, More than Two Authors, Accessed Online

Journal Article from a Subscription Database (No DOI)

Note: This url can be shortened to: https://search.ebscohost.com/AN=2009687023

Electronic Reference: Internet-only Magazine or Journal
Up to Date

Government Reports

Websites

Complex Website: With Author

Professional Website, No Author
http://www.ahrq.gov/clinic/tp/menopstp.htm

Nonperiodical Web Document or Report
List as much of the following information as possible (sometimes you have to hunt around to find the information):


**Electronic Reference, Online Message or Discussion Board**


**Electronic Reference, No Author, Date or Organization**


**Note - When a DOI is not available, and a URL is included, do not include retrieval dates unless the source material may change over time. When citing an entire website (when you are not quoting from, but rather making reference to an entire website), it is sufficient to give the address of the site in just the text (no entry in the reference list is necessary)**
Unless you have the journal in print form directly in front of you, you must either use a DOI (preferred) or a URL to identify that you retrieved the source online!!!

Changed this to make sure it wasn’t just article. Any article can be printed.
DOI

What is a DOI?

The Digital Object Identifier (DOI®) System is for identifying content objects in the digital environment. DOI® names are assigned to any entity for use on digital networks. They are used to provide current information, including where they (or information about them) can be found on the Internet. Information about a digital object may change over time, including where to find it, but its DOI name will not change.

Where Can I Find the DOI?

On article information (works for newer articles):

1. Going directly to the online journal
2. On the article itself

Nursing Ethics
http://nej.sagepub.com

Culture and Organizational Climate: Nurses’ Insights Into Their Relationship With Physicians
David Cruise Malloy, Thomas Hadjistavropoulos, Elizabeth Fahey McCarthy, Robin J Evans, Dwight H Zakus, Illyeok Park, Yongho Lee and Jaime Williams
Nurs Ethics 2009; 16; 719
DOI: 10.1177/0969733009342636

3. Through the find at UNC link (pick the item that just says Article)

ind it online:

  Go directly to: Search the databases: Dates available:
  Article Journal Informa Healthcare 1910 - present
  Article Journal InformaWorld 1910 - present
  Article Journal Academic Search Premier 06/07/1998 - 1 year ago
  Article Journal CNAPS, with Full Text 06/27/1998 - 1 year ago
  Article Journal Health Source, Nursing/Academic Edition 06/27/1998 - 1 year ago

Then you will see:
4. CrossRef [http://www.crossref.org/guestquery/]
Citing References

Examples of In-text Citing

1. Advances in medical treatments over the last fifty years have dramatically increased the survival rate for children suffering from life threatening and chronic illnesses (Katz, 2002).

2. Katz (2002) found that advances in medical treatments over the last half century have dramatically...

3. In 2002, Katz’s review of the literature showed that there has been a dramatic increase in survival rate for children with life threatening...

**Note** If there are 3-5 authors for a work, all of them must be listed the first time they are cited in the paper. Afterwards, it can be cited using et al.

Example: (Smith, Johnson, Doe, & Brown, 2009) for the 1st citation, then (Smith et al., 2009) for subsequent citations.

Direct Quotations

1. “The rates of non-adherence cited for some conditions show that compliance problems are so frequent that they could be considered to be a normal response to the demands of illness and treatment” (Fielding & Duff, 1999, p. 196).

2. As Fielding and Duff (1999) reported, “The rates of non-adherence cited for some conditions show that compliance problems are so frequent that they could be
considered to be a normal response to the demands of illness and treatment” (p. 196).

**Direct Quote: More than 40 Words**

Parents of children suffering from these disorders, live daily with a distinct fear of an emergency situation that can lead to the death of their child.

Mandell, Curtis, Gold, & Hardie (2005) state that families must learn to cope regardless of whether it suits their capacities, personalities, experiences, and inclinations; otherwise, they may increase the risk of exposure to danger or death. They may cope admirably and find that circumstances beyond their control put their child at risk. (p. 325)

**Note that for blocks of text, the citation follows the final punctuation of the quoted text**
Headings

Centered, Bold, Upper and Lower Case Heading

Left Justified, Bold, Upper and Lower Case Heading

Indented, bold, lower case, paragraph heading with a period.

*Indented, bold, italics, lower case paragraph heading with a period.*

*Indented, italics, lower case paragraph heading ending with a period.*
Sample Nursing Paper

Suzie Q. Nurse

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

November 30, 2009
Sample Nursing Paper

This begins your paper with a proper introduction.
References